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In this note we present some recent results on the mesoscopic and macroscopic
behavior of stochastic Ising models with long range interactions and general spin
flip dynamics. We derive a mean field equation as the interaction range tends
to infinity, we study its asymptotic behavior and we show that it yields a front
(interface), separating two distinct phases and moving with normal velocity which
is an anisotropic function of its principal curvatures. This function is given by a
Green-Kubo-type formula which also specifies the relationship between the mobility
and the surface tension of the moving interface. We conclude with some results on
macroscopic limits for the interacting particle system describing the dynamics of the
Ising model. We show that, for a continuum of appropriate scalings, the particle
system yields in the limit a front moving with the same normal velocity as the
one governing the asymptotics of the mean field equation. These results illustrate
the relationship between the phenomenological and microscopic theories of phase
transitions in a setting where anisotropies are present. They may also be thought
as providing a theoretical justification for the Monte-Carlo simulations performed
by physicists to compute moving fronts.
First we briefly discuss some of the phase transition theories for non-conservative,
two-phase systems. The modelling of such phenomena is mainly approached by
either phenomenological or microscopic theories.
In the phenomenological approach, models are roughly divided in two categories.
First, sharp interface models derived by rigorous continuum mechanics arguments
where interfaces are represented as smooth $(N-1)$ dimensional hypersurfaces in
$\mathrm{R}^{N}$ , evolving with prescribed normal velocity
(1) $V=\alpha(X, t, n, \kappa_{1}, \ldots, \kappa N-1)$ .
(see Gurtin [14] and references therein). Here $n$ is the normal and $\kappa_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $\kappa_{N-1}$ are
the principal curvatures of the evolving interface $\Gamma_{t}$ . An example arising in the
isotropic, isothermal case and capturing many important features of this class of
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hypersurface evolutions, is the motion by mean curvature, i.e. when the normal
velocity $V$ of $\Gamma_{t}$ is proportional to the mean curvature,
(2) $V=- \mu\sigma\kappa=-\mu.\sigma\sum_{i=1}^{N-1}\kappa_{i}$ .
Here $\sigma$ is related to the interfacial energy and $\mu$ is the mobility of the interface.
The hypersurfaces $\{\Gamma_{t}\}_{i}\geq 0$ may develop singularities, change topological type and
exhibit various other pathologies even when the initial set $\Gamma_{0}$ is smooth. A great
deal of work has been done recently in order to interpret (1), past singularities. First
Brakke [4] provided a weak formulation for the particular case of motion by mean
curvature, expressing the hypersurfaces $\{\Gamma_{t}\}_{t\geq 0}$ as varifolds. A different approach
was taken by Evans and Spruck [13] in the case of (2) and by Chen, Giga and Goto
[8] for more general geometric evolutions. In both works $\Gamma_{t}$ is represented as the
zero-level set of an auxiliary function $u$ , i.e. $\Gamma_{t}=\{r\in \mathrm{R}^{N} : u(r, t)=0\}$ where, in
the case of motion by mean curvature for example, $u$ solves
(3) $u_{t}= \mu\sigma \mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}((I-\frac{Du\otimes Du}{|Du|^{2}})D2u)$ in $\mathrm{R}^{N}\cross(0, \infty)$ .
Nonlinear, singular, degenerate parabolic equations typically have only weak, viscos-
ity, solutions, which nevertheless allows us to define a weakly propagating interface
$\Gamma_{t}$ as the zero level set of the viscosity solution of (3), globally in time, past possible
singularities.
The second type of phenomenological models are Ginzburg-Landau type of equa-
tions, whose solution is an order parameter varying continuously between two dis-
tinct phases. In this case we do not have a sharp interface separating two different
phases but rather a narrow transition region. In this framework, Allen and Cahn
[1] proposed the asymptotic limit of the rescaled reaction-diffusion equation
(4) $v_{t}^{\epsilon}- \mu\sigma\triangle v\epsilon+\frac{1}{\epsilon^{2}}f(v^{\epsilon})=0$ in $\mathrm{R}^{N}\mathrm{x}(0, \infty)$ ,
where $f(\rho)=2\mu\rho(\rho^{2}-\rho)$ , as a model for the motion of antiphase boundaries in
polycrystalline materials. Formal results by Allen and Cahn [1] and Rubinstein,
Sternberg and Keller [22], have indicated that these interfaces move with prescribed
normal velocity proportional to their mean curvature, i.e. satisfy (2). Recently,
Evans, Soner and Souganidis [12] proved rigorously that, in the asymptotic limit
$\epsilonarrow 0$ , the solutions of (4) develop interfaces moving by mean curvature in the
viscosity sense, past all singularities.
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Non-equilibrium statistical mechanics theories provide a microscopic approach
to the modelling of phase transitions, using Interacting Particle Systems (IPS).
These are Markov processes set on the lattice $\mathrm{Z}^{N}$ , and one distinguishes stochastic
Ginzburg-Landau models where the order parameter takes continuous values and
Ising spin systems with either $(+)$ or (-) spins at each lattice site. Here we only
address the latter type of models. Ising systems describe phase $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}^{-}(+)$ ’s are
converted to (-) ’s and vice versa-starting from an initial state of disequilibrium;
the particle system evolves towards equilibrium under the influence of spin flip and
possibly spin exchange dynamics. Below we describe in more detail two such models:
1. Glauber-Kawasaki dynamics. The Glauber-Kawasaki $(\mathrm{G}+\mathrm{K})$ dynamics is ajump
Markov process taking values in the configuration space $X=\{-1,1\}\mathrm{Z}N$ A con-
figuration $\sigma=\{\sigma(x)\in\{-1,1\}, x\in \mathrm{Z}^{N}\}$ is updated according to a combination
of spin flips (Glauber dynamics), when a spin changes sign at a site $x$ with a rate
$c(x, \sigma)$ , and simple exchanges (Kawasaki dynamics), when different spins at neigh-
boring sites $x,$ $y$ , exchange with a rate $\gamma^{-2}$ . The generator $L^{\gamma}$ of the $\mathrm{G}+\mathrm{K}$ process






Here $\{e_{i}, i=1, \ldots, N\}$ is the standard basis of $\mathrm{R}^{N}$ ,
$\sigma^{(x,y)}(z)=\{$
$\sigma(x)$ if $z=y$,
$\sigma(y)$ if $z=x$ ,
$\sigma(z)$ if $z\neq x\neq y$ ,
and $\sigma^{(x)}(z)=\{$
$-\sigma(x)$ if $z=x$,
$\sigma(z)$ if $z\neq x$ ,
and $c(x, \sigma)=2N-2\chi\Sigma_{i}N=1[\sigma(x)\sigma(x+ei)+\sigma(x)\sigma(x-ei)]+2x^{2}\Sigma_{i}^{N}=1\sigma(x+ei)\sigma(x-e_{i})$
with $\chi$ a constant in [1/2, 1).
2. Spin flip $dynamiC\mathit{8}$ with long range $Ka\check{c}$ potentials. In this case the dynamics
consist only of spin flips, the generator is given by (6) with rates,
(7) $c(x, \sigma)=\Psi(-\beta h_{\gamma}(x)\sigma(x))$ ,
where $\beta^{-1}>0$ is identified with the temperature and $h_{\gamma}(x)= \sum_{y\neq x}J_{\gamma}(x, y)\sigma(y)$ ;
$J_{\gamma}$ is the $Ka\check{c}$ potential $J_{\gamma}(x, y)=\gamma^{N}J(\gamma|X-y|)$ where $x,$ $y\in \mathrm{Z}^{N}$ and $\gamma^{-1}>0$ is
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the interaction range. The potential $J:\mathrm{R}^{N}arrow[0, \infty)$ is radial, i.e. $J(r)=J(|r|)$ ,
$r\in \mathrm{R}^{N}$ , and has compact support. The function $\Psi$ is nonegative and satisfies
the detailed balance law, $\Psi(\rho)=\Psi(-\rho)e^{-\rho}$ for all $\rho\in$ R. Typical choices of $\Psi’ \mathrm{s}$
are $\Psi(\rho)=(1+e^{\rho})^{-1}$ (Glauber dynamics), $\Psi(\rho)=e^{-\rho/2}$ (Arrhenius dynamics) or
$\Psi(\rho)=e^{-\rho^{+}}$ (Metropolis dynamics).
This process is constructed as follows: the initial configurations $\sigma^{0}$ are randomly
distributed according to some measure $\mu^{\gamma}$ on $\Sigma$ . Given a $\sigma^{0},$ $\sigma_{t}=\sigma^{0}$ for an expo-
nentially distributed waiting time with rate $\sum_{y}c(y, \sigma^{0});\sigma_{t}$ jumps to a new config-
uration $\sigma^{1}--\sigma^{(x)}$ with probability $c(X, \sigma^{0})/\sum_{y}c(y, \sigma^{0})$ . Then $\sigma_{t}=\sigma^{1}$ for another
exponentially distributed waiting time with rate $\sum_{y}c(y, \sigma)1$ etc. Notice that, in
view of the positivity of $J$ , the probability of a spin flip at $x$ is higher when the spin
at $x$ is different from most of its neighbors, than it is when the spin agrees with
most of its neighbors. The construction of the $\mathrm{G}+\mathrm{K}$ process is along the same lines.
Both previous models share a mesoscopic space scaling, giving rise through the
respective BBGKY hierarchies, to deterministic equations. Such mesoscopic equa-
tions describe the limiting evolution of the average magnetization, $E\sigma_{t}(x)$ . For $\mathrm{G}+\mathrm{K}$
dynamics De Masi, Ferrari and Lebowitz [9] obtained that for given $T>0$ ,
$\lim_{\gammaarrow 0x\in^{\mathrm{z}\iota}}\sup_{N}\sup|E\gamma\sigma t(\mu)X-v\in[0,\tau](\gamma x, t)|=0$
,
where $v=v(r, t),$ $r\in \mathrm{R}^{N}$ , solves the Ginzburg-Landau equation (4) with $\mu=\sigma=$
$\epsilon=1$ ,
(8) $v_{t}-\triangle v+f(v)=0$ in $\mathrm{R}^{N}\cross[0, \infty)$ ,
and initial data $v_{0}=v_{0}(r),$ $r\in \mathrm{R}^{N}$ , where $E_{\mu^{\gamma}}\sigma(x)=v_{0}(\gamma x),$ $x\in \mathrm{Z}^{N}$ with respect
to the initial measure $\mu^{\gamma}$ . Furthermore $f(v)=\beta v^{3}-\alpha v$ where $\alpha--4n(2\chi-1)$ and
$\beta=4n\chi^{2}$ and the stable equilibria $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\pm\frac{2\chi-1}{\chi^{2}}$ .
In the case of pure Glauber dynamics, De Masi, Orlandi, Presutti and Triolo [10]
proved that for given $T>0$ ,
$\lim_{\gammaarrow 0}\sup_{x\in \mathrm{Z}^{\mathrm{N}t}}\in[\sup|\tau 0,]E_{\mu^{\gamma}}\sigma_{t}(X)-m(\gamma x, t)|=0$
,
where $m$ is the unique solution of
(9) $m_{t}+m-\tanh\beta(J*m)=0$ in $\mathrm{R}^{N}\cross[0, \infty))$
with initial data $m_{0}=m_{0}(r),$ $r\in \mathrm{R}^{N}$ . Here, $J*m$ denotes the usual convolution in
$\mathrm{R}^{N}$ . Again $E_{\mu^{\gamma}}\sigma(x)=m_{0}(\gamma x),$ $x\in \mathrm{Z}^{N}$ , with respect to the initial measure $\mu^{\gamma}$ . In
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this rescaling we essentialy let the interaction range $\gamma^{-1}$ of the Ka\v{c} potentials tend
to infinity. The passage in the limit $\gammaarrow 0$ of quantities like the thermodynamical
pressure, average magnetization etc. is known as the Lebowitz-Penrose limit (see
Lebowitz and Penrose [20] and also the monograph by De Masi and Presutti [11] $)$ .
Injoint works with Souganidis ([16], [17]) we rigorously derived phenomenological
PDEs, describing evolving phase boundaries (e.g. (3)) past all possible singularities,
from interacting particle systems. In [16], we studied an interacting particle system
with Glauber-Kawasaki dynamics. In view of the relation, on the one hand between
this IPS and the mesoscopic equation (8) ([9]) and on the other between the rescaled
(8) (i.e. (4)) and the macroscopic equation (3) ([12]), it is reasonable to ask if
there is a suitable scaling of time and space, such that in the limit the sites of
the spin system separate in clusters of $(+)$ or (-), whose boundaries move towards
equilibrium according to the mean curvature rule. Indeed, in [16] we proved there
is a critical $\rho^{*}$ such that when $\epsilon\gamma^{-\rho^{*}}arrow 0$ , we have for any fixed $T>0$
$\lim_{\gammaarrow 0}\sup_{\mathrm{z}x\in \mathrm{N}t\in[0,T]}\sup|E\gamma\sigma t\epsilon^{-}(\mu)2x-\frac{2\chi-1}{\chi^{2}}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{n}(u(\epsilon\gamma X, t))|=0$,
where $u$ is the unique viscosity solution of (3) with constants $\mu$ and $\sigma$ equal to one.
Recall that $\pm\frac{2\chi-1}{\chi^{2}}$ are the stable equilibria of the Ginzburg-Landau equation (8).
Furthermore, by choosing suitable spin flip rates, we also obtained in the appropriate
scaled limit, other geometric motions including interfaces moving with constant
velocity or with velocity equal to their mean curvature plus a constant. In [17]
we studied the macroscopic limit of an appropriately rescaled stochastic Ising model
with long range interactions, evolving with Glauber dynamics as well as rescalings of
the corresponding mesoscopic equation (9). In both cases we obtained an interface
evolving with normal velocity $\mu\sigma\kappa$ , where $\kappa$ is the mean curvature and $\theta=\mu\sigma$ is a
transport coefficient. The novelty of the result, besides dealing with a fully nonlinear,
nonlocal mesoscopic equation, is the identification of $\theta$ , through a homogenization
technique, yielding an effective Green-Kubo type formula. The transport coefficient
$\mathrm{a}\mathrm{D}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}$ neither at the microscopic level (i.e. the particle system) nor at the level of
the mesoscopic equation and it is actually the outcome of an averaging effect taking
place during the limiting process. All results are valid globally in time, the motion of
the interface being interpreted in the viscosity sense after the onset of the geometric
singularities. Moreover, the “propagation of chaos” property holds globally for both
models. In the case of the Glauber-Kawasaki dynamics, we obtain in addition
that the resulting interfaces are varifolds evolving by their mean curvature in the
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Brakke sense, thus no interface “fattening” may occur. Some analogous results were
obtained earlier by Bonaventura [Bo] for the Glauber-Kawasaki dynamics and by
De Masi, Orlandi, Presutti and Triolo [10] for the Glauber dynamics under the
assumption that the evolving interfaces remain smooth.
We now present some recent results in collaboration with $\mathrm{P}.\mathrm{E}$ . Souganidis, on how
anisotropy is manifested in the transition from microscopic to macroscopic models.
In abscence of faceting phenomena, for stable (strictly convex) interfacial energies
$H$ , the evolution of the phase boundaries $\{\Gamma_{t}\}_{t\geq 0}$ is governed by the equation
(10) $u_{t}= \mu(\frac{Du}{|Du|})\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}[D^{2}H(\frac{Du}{|Du|})D^{2}u]$ in $\mathrm{R}^{N}\cross(0, \infty)$ ,
and
(11) $u=g$ on $\mathrm{R}^{N}\cross\{0\}$ ,
where
$\Gamma_{t}=\{r\in \mathrm{R}^{N}:u(r,t)=0\}$ , $\Gamma_{0}=\{r\in \mathrm{R}^{N}:g(r)=0\}$
and $u$ is the viscosity solution of (10), (11) (see [8], [14] and references therein).
The direction dependent scalar $\mu$ is the mobility of the interface and $H$ is posi-
tively homogenuous of degree one. Notice also that in the isotropic case $(H(e)=$
$\sigma|e|$ , $e\in S^{N-1}),$ (10) simply reduces to motion by mean curvature. Our goal
is to derive rigorously such equations from Ising models with Glauber dynamics
and also give a Green-Kubo formula for the direction dependent transport matrix
$A(e)=\mu(e)D^{2}H(e),$ $e\in S^{N-1}$ .
To account for anisotropies in the Ising model, we replace the condition of radial
symmetry for the interaction potential, assuming only that $J$ is symmetric, i.e.
$J(r)=J(-r)$ , for all $r\in \mathrm{R}^{N}$
Following the arguments of [10], we may obtain as for the isotropic case, the equation
(12) $m_{t}+\Phi(\beta(J*m))[m-\tanh\beta(J*m)]=0$ in $\mathrm{R}^{N}\mathrm{x}[0, \infty)$ ,
where $\Phi(\rho)=\Psi(-2\rho)(1+e^{-2\rho})$ and $\Psi$ defines the dynamics of the Ising system
through (7). Let us briefly review some basic properties of this equation. For more
details we refer to [18].
We first assume that the function
$F(\rho)=\Phi(\rho)(m-tanh(\rho))$ is nonincreasing in $\rho$ .
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Since $J\geq 0,$ (12) admits a comparison principle between solutions, i.e. if $w_{1},$ $w_{2}$
solve (12), and $w_{1}\leq w_{2}$ on $\mathrm{R}^{N}\mathrm{x}\{0\}$ , then $w_{1}\leq w_{2}$ on $\mathrm{R}^{N}\cross(0, \infty)$ . In addition,
it has three steady state solutions, $\pm m^{\beta}$ and $0$ where $m^{\beta}>0$ , provided $\beta\hat{J}>1$
$( \hat{J}=\int_{\mathrm{R}^{N}}J(r)dr)$ . We will refer to the value $\beta_{cr}$ , where $\beta_{cr}\hat{J}=1$ , as the critical
temperature. Observe that the steady state solutions are equilibria of the underlying
ordinary differential equation, $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\pm m^{\beta}$ being the stable and $0$ the unstable one.
The first issue we discuss is whether solutions of (12) converge to the stable
equilibria, as $tarrow\infty$ , and if yes, to identify the regions in $\mathrm{R}^{N}\cross(0, \infty)$ , where they
converge to $m^{\beta}$ and $-m^{\beta}$ . We first rescale (12) by setting $rarrow r/\epsilon$ , $tarrow t/\epsilon^{2}$ and
obtain
(13) $m_{t}^{\epsilon}+\epsilon^{-2}\Phi(\beta(J*m^{\epsilon}))[m^{\epsilon}-\tanh\beta(J^{\epsilon}*m^{\epsilon})]=0$ in $\mathrm{R}^{N}\cross(0, \infty)$ ,
where $J^{\epsilon}(r)=\epsilon^{-N}J(\epsilon-1r),$ $r\in \mathrm{R}^{N}$ . Formal asymptotic analysis indicates that $m^{\epsilon}$
has the WKB expansion,
(14) $m^{\epsilon}(r, t)=q( \frac{d(r,t)}{\epsilon},$ $Dd(r, t))+ \epsilon Q(\frac{d(r,t)}{\epsilon},$ $Dd(r, t))+\Omega(\epsilon^{2})$ ,
where $q=q(\xi, e),$ $Q(\xi, e)$ : $\mathrm{R}\cross S^{N-1}arrow \mathrm{R}$ and $D$ . denotes the gradient. Further-
more $q$ is a multidimensional travelling wave solution $q=q(r\cdot e, e)$ of
(15) $q(\cdot, e)=tanh[J*q(\cdot, e)]$ for all $e\in S^{N-1}$ ,
connecting the stable $\mathrm{e}\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{a}\pm m^{\beta}$ , and $Q=Q(\xi, e)$ solves an appropriate cell
problem. An example of nontrivial direction dependence of the travelling wave so-
lution of (15), is given for instance when $J(r)=\chi_{[-1},1]^{2}(r)$ . The formal analysis
indicates that $d=d(r, t)$ is the signed distance funcion from a moving interface $\Gamma_{t}$
with normal velocity,
$V=d_{t}=tr\{A(Dd)D^{2}d\}$ ,
where the cell problem for the corrector $Q$ identifies $A(e)$ . In other words, we have
that $\Gamma_{t}=\{r\in \mathrm{R}^{N} : u(r, t)=0\}$ , where $u$ solves (10) and the transport matrix $A(e)$
is given by the Green-Kubo formula
$A(e)=\mu(e)B(e)$ ,
where the mobility is
(16) $\mu(e)=\beta[\int\frac{(\dot{q}(\xi,e))^{2}}{\Phi(\beta J*q(\xi,e)dr)(1-q^{2}(\xi,e))}d\xi]^{-1}$ ,
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$D^{2}H(e)$ is identified with the matrix $B(e)$ and
(17) $D^{2}H(e)=( \frac{1}{2}\int\int J(r)\dot{q}(\xi, e)\dot{q}(\xi+r\cdot e, e)(r\otimes r)+D_{e}q(\xi+r\cdot e, e)\otimes r$
$+r\otimes D_{e}q(\xi+r\cdot e, e)]drd\xi)(I-e\otimes e)$ .
It is expected that equation (10) formally governs the asymptotic behavior of the
mesoscopic equation (13) through the WKB expansion. Indeed we have the follow-
$\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ :
Theorem $1:Letm^{\epsilon}$ be the solution of (13) with a Lipschitz continuous initial datum,
$m^{\epsilon}=m_{0}^{\epsilon}$ on $\mathrm{R}^{N}\cross\{0\}$
and assume that there exists an open set $\Omega_{0}\subset \mathrm{R}^{N}$ and a closed set $\Gamma_{0}\subset \mathrm{R}^{N}$ such
that $\mathrm{R}^{N}=\Omega_{0}\cup\overline{\Omega}_{0}^{c}\cup\Gamma_{0}$ ,
$\Omega_{0}=\{r\in \mathrm{R}^{N}:m_{0}^{\epsilon}>0\},$ $\Gamma_{0}=\{r\in \mathrm{R}^{N}:m_{0}^{\epsilon}=0\}$
and
$\mathrm{R}^{N}\backslash \overline{\Omega}_{0}=\{r\in \mathrm{R}N0 : m^{\epsilon}<\}0$.
$Then_{f}$ as $\epsilonarrow 0^{+},$ $m^{\epsilon}arrow m_{\beta}$ in $\{u>0\}$ and $m^{\epsilon}arrow-m_{\beta}$ in $\{u<0\}$ , with both
$limit\mathit{8}$ local uniform, where $u$ is the unique solution of (10), (11), (16)$-(\mathit{1}7)$ , with $g$
bounded uniformly continuous, such that
$\Omega_{0}=\{r\in \mathrm{R}^{N}:g(r)>0\},$ $\Gamma_{0}=\{r\in \mathrm{R}^{N}:g(r)=0\}$ ,
and
$\mathrm{R}^{N}\backslash \overline{\Omega}_{0}=\{r\in \mathrm{R}^{N} : g(r)<0\}$ .
The proof of this result goes along the following lines: Our first goal is to make
the formal asymptotic analysis of (13) rigorous. We first construct sub- and super-
solutions of (13), roughly looking like (14), as long as the interfaces $\Gamma_{t}$ solving (10)
remain smooth; thus the asymptotic behavior follows from the comparison property
of (13). These arguments will appear in detail in [18]. Such a result combined with
a recent work of Barles and Souganidis [2], where viscosity solutions of (10) are
constructed via smooth solutions of the same equation, may yield the asymptotics
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of (12), globally in time, past the possible geometric singularities of the evolution
(10) (see [2] for details).
As soon as the $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}/\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}$ analysis is complete, we can use it in the direct
derivation of (10), (16)$-(17)$ from the IPS, provided we first demonstrate that in a
long time interval $[0, T\epsilon^{-2}]$ ,
(18) $E_{\mu^{\gamma}}\sigma_{t}(x)\approx m(\gamma x, t)+\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}$ ,
where $m$ solves (12); here $t\in[0, T]$ is the macroscopic time (in say (10) or (13))
and $\epsilon=\gamma^{\rho}$ for some $\rho>0$ to be determined. An important tool in this direction
is the correlation function method, introduced by Lanford [19] for the short time
derivation of the Boltzmann equation from newtonian dynamics. This technique
was later extended for stochastic IPS by Caprino, $\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}$ , Presutti and Pulvirenti
[7]. Crudely, one first shows (18) for short times, using the correlation function
method. This suggests that in order to obtain (18) in $[0, T\epsilon^{-2}]$ , we should discretize
in time (see among others, Bonaventura [3], De Masi, Orlandi, Presutti and Triolo
[10], Katsoulakis and Souganidis [16] etc.); the errors, however, add up since the
time scale is long. Nevertheless, this difficulty may be overcome by absorbing the
error at each time step, using the sharp comparison principle for both (13) and (10),
a technique successful in [16], [17]. We may accordingly conclude from (18), using
the asymptotics of the mesoscopic equation. We refer to [17], [18] for the details.
Before stating the relevant Theorem we define the sets,
$\{$
$P_{t}^{\gamma}=\{x\in \mathrm{Z}^{N}:u(\gamma\epsilon(\gamma)_{X}, t)>0\}$ , $N_{t}^{\gamma}=\{x\in \mathrm{Z}^{N}:u(\gamma\epsilon(\gamma)_{X}, t)<0\}$
and
$M_{\gamma,t}^{n}=\{\underline{x}\in \mathrm{Z}_{n}^{N} : x_{i}\in P_{t}^{\gamma}\cup N_{t}^{\gamma}\}$ .
where $u$ is the viscosity solution of (10), (16)$-(17)$ . In the above notation for each
$n\in \mathrm{N}$ ,
$\mathrm{Z}_{n}^{N}=\{\underline{x}=(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{n})\in \mathrm{Z}^{N} : x_{1}\neq\cdots\neq x_{n}\}$ .
Theorem 2: Assume that the $IPS$ defined earlier has as initial measure a product
measure $\mu^{\gamma}$ such that
$E_{\mu^{\gamma}}(\sigma(X))=m_{0}^{\epsilon}(\gamma x)$ $(X\in \mathrm{Z}^{N})$ ,
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where $m_{0}^{\epsilon}$ is Lipschitz continuous. Then under the assumptions of Theorem 1 on $m_{0}^{\epsilon}$
and $g$ , there exists a $\rho^{*}>0$ such that for any $\epsilon(\gamma)$ such that $\gamma^{-\rho^{*}}\epsilon(\gamma)arrow+\infty$ , as
$\gammaarrow 0_{f}$ and for all $t>0$ ,
$\lim_{\gammaarrow 0}\sup_{\underline{x}\in M_{\gamma t}^{n}},|E_{\mu^{\gamma}}\prod_{i=1}^{n}\sigma_{t\epsilon}(\gamma)-2(x_{i})-(m_{\beta})^{n}\prod_{i\in N_{t}\gamma}(-1)|=0$,
with the limit local uniform in $t$ .
We conclude this section with a discussion about the history of this problem as
well as the meaning of our results. First, Spohn [23] derived formally Green-Kubo
formulas for the mobility and the interfacial energy, using corresponding microscopic
definitions. Furthermore Butta [5] proved the validity of an Einstein relation for the
transport coefficient of the isotropic mean curvature evolution. To our knowledge,
Theorems 1 and 2 are the first rigorous results in a non-equilibrium setting where
an anisotropic macroscopic equation (10) as well as a Green-Kubo formula for the
mobility (16) and the direction-dependent transport matrix (17) are derived from
mesoscopic and microscopic dynamics, namely (12) and the underlying stochastic
Ising model. As already mentioned earlier a result analogous to Theorem 1 was
obtained for the isotropic case, i.e. when $J(r)=J(|r|)$ , first under the assumption
that the evolving front remains smooth in [10] and later extended past all possible
singularities in [17]. In this case it turns out that the limiting motion is given by
(3), where $\mu(e)D^{2}H(e)=\mu\sigma(I-e\otimes e)=\theta(I-e\otimes e),$ $I$ being the unit matrix in
$\mathrm{R}^{N}$ , with the constant $\theta$ given by
$\theta=(\int_{-\infty}\infty\frac{\dot{q}^{2}(\xi)}{1-q^{2}(\xi)}d\xi)^{-}1\int_{-\infty}\frac{\beta}{2}\infty\int J(|r|)\dot{q}(\xi+e\cdot r)\dot{q}(\xi)(\hat{e}\cdot r)^{2}drd\xi$ ,
with $e,$ \^e are any two orthogonal vectors in $S^{N-1}$ . Note that due to the radial
symmetry of $J,$ $\theta$ is independent of the particular choice of $e$ and \^e. In addition $q$
is the direction-independent travelling wave corresponding to the symmetric $J$ .
One may attempt to simplify (12), or in the specific case of Glauber dynamics (9),
by substituting $J_{2}(\triangle m-m)$ for the convolution term $J*m$ (see, for example, Penrose
[21], where $\overline{J}_{2}=\int J(|r|)|r|^{2}dr$ or even additionally linearize the hyperbolic tangent,
thus obtaining a Ginzburg-Landau equation (1.1). It is known (see Jerrard [15],
Evans, Soner and Souganidis [12] $)$ that in the isotropic case, both simplified models
have the same qualitative asymptotic behavior as (9) with different though transport
coefficients. In the anisotropic case, however, this picture is not true anymore.
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The second order approximations described earlier, still yield in the limit $\epsilonarrow 0$ ,
isotropic motion by mean curvature with a constant transport coefficient, while
(9), according to our analysis should yield the anisotropic equation (10) with the
Green-Kubo formulae (16), (17). It appears that anisotropy is a higher order effect
which cannot be accounted for, only with second order approximating equations.
This phenomenon is also pointed out by Caginalp and Fife ([6]), where depending
on the type of anisotropy expected, they “correct” (4) by suitably adding higher
order derivatives. Lastly we remark on the choice of dynamics for the Ising model
according to (7) and the detailed balance condition; as expected, it affects only the
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